Press Release

TAS Group earns again its place in the
2021 IDC FinTech Rankings
Most comprehensive vendor ranking in the financial services industry
featuring top 100 global providers of financial technology
Milan, September 14, 2021 – TAS Group, (Italian Stock Exchange: TAS), a global
provider of innovative solutions in card management, digital payments, financial
messaging and capital markets, has announced that it has been ranked among the Top
100 in the 2021 IDC FinTech Rankings for the 13th consecutive year. This annual vendor
ranking represents the leading hardware, software and service providers to the financial
services industry from around the world. Vendors are ranked based on 2020 calendar year
revenues attributed to financial institutions.
“Being named in the IDC FinTech Rankings is a significant accomplishment,
demonstrating a provider’s commitment to the success of its financial institution clients,”
states Marc DeCastro, Research Director at IDC Financial Insights. “The IDC Fintech
Rankings, now in its 18th year, is the global standard list of fintech providers to the
industry, and we congratulate the 2021 winners.”
Executive Chairman of TAS Group, Dario Pardi, remarked, "We are proud to be firmly
positioned, year after year, between the top financial technology providers in this prestigious
ranking. 2020 was a year marked by extraordinary events and consequently particularly
demanding and challenging. Nevertheless, we closed it with significant growth in revenue
and margins, thanks to our continuous commitment to investing in human capital and offering
renewal. This enables us to successfully bring competitive and technologically advanced
solutions to the Financial Industry."

The Financial Services ecosystem, an industry in which IDC Financial Insights forecasts
worldwide spending on IT across the globe to reach $590 billion (USD) by 2025, is
changing at an unprecedented pace. Well-funded new market entrants, as well as big tech
companies, have raised the bar for all providers. TAS Group’s efforts are heavily focused
towards accelerating challengers’ next-gen financial experiences implementations, while
supporting incumbent customers in meeting disruption with modernization and staying
agile and responsive through TAS’s outstanding technology and expertise.
At Eurosystem level, TAS keeps strengthening its key role in supporting Europe’s financial
community meeting the deadlines of the T2/T2S Consolidation in 2022 and the wider
upcoming challenges, such as the migration towards ISO20022 and the new centralized
ECMS infrastructure planned to go live in 2023.
In the Issuing and Acquiring domain, TAS continues to lead the way towards the seamless
convergence between cards and alternative payments through its cloud-native, Open APIbased platform PayStorm, adopted by a growing FinTech customer base throughout
Europe and the Americas.

Among TAS’s strengths is the flexibility to adapt to the needs of customers and partners,
guaranteed by its solutions and delivery models that promptly evolve with new regulations,
market trends and technologies.

_________________________________________________________________________________
About TAS Group
TAS Group is a leading technology company, providing advanced solutions for cards, payment systems and
capital markets. Our leading-edge software allows both banks and new players in the payments space to
deliver and manage frictionless, real-time B2C, B2B, B2G transactions, integrating with and leveraging the
latest technologies. From advanced fraud management solutions that exploit the power of Machine Learning,
to scalable, modular payment platforms delivered over the Cloud, we empower our customers to unlock the
infinite potential of the open and instant era and play an active role in the transformed payments ecosystem.
Trusted by European Central Banks to manage millions of financial messages each day, our 35-year-old
reputation in the market and unrivalled domain expertise has made us an internationally preferred partner for
commercial banks and corporations. TAS Group has a global reach and offices in 9 countries spanning
Europe, the USA and Latin America.
For more information about our products and services please visit www.tasgroup.eu
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About IDC Financial Insights
IDC Financial Insights assists financial service businesses and IT leaders, as well as the suppliers who serve
them, in making more effective technology decisions by providing accurate, timely, and insightful fact-based
research and consulting services. Staffed by senior analysts with decades of industry experience, our global
research analyzes and advises on business and technology issues facing the banking, insurance, and
securities and investments industries. International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of
market intelligence, advisory services, and events for the information technology market. IDC is a subsidiary
of IDG, the world’s leading technology, media, research, and events company.
For more information, please visit www.idc.com/financial, email info@idc-fi.com, or call 508-620-5533.
The full ranking for 2021 can be viewed
https://cdn.idc.com/prodserv/insights/RESOURCES/ATTACHMENTS/2021_IDC_FinTech_and_Real_Result
_Winners.pdf?guid=7c3ca93a-28cf-40f0-a21c-8a8930259ad8

